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Abstract. In this paper, we show that the average size of the elements of a Sperncr farnil! of 
subsets of an n-element set must exceed k if there are more than (;;‘I in the famrly and k 5 $n 
A generalization dealing with sums of weights over a set is also proven. 
1. Introduction 
Small batin letters denote natural numbers and P(H) is used to dsmts 
the set oi all subsets of the rr-element set {O, II. 3 . . . . II - 1 ). A .S~CYWY 
fim2d” is a set F of sets such that no member contains another: 
Sperner [4] proved that if ( I ) holds an P(H), then IFI & ( 
impkst proof of Sperner’s Theor 
who actually proved the stronger inec uality 
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In this note we prove the following result about the average size of 
tix members of a Sperner family. 
Theorem 1 .l. 1,-V’ c P(m) is a Sperner family, with IF1 2 (i) and 
k <_ j-n, then 
(3 IFI-l x IA1 2 k. 
A’E 
There is strict inequality in (3) in all cases except when F = {x E P(n): 
IA= k}. 
We give two proofs of this result. The first proof uses the same type 
of argument as used by Sperner [4]. The second (which does not give 
the sharp inequality) is a simple application of Lubell’s inequality (2) 
and the theory of linear prograrr !ming. 
We also obtain a ger,eral form cf the theorem, valid for sums of 
weights (Theorem 5.1 ‘i. 
Daykin (private communication to ECM) et al. [ 11 have recently dis- 
covered an equivalent heorem, Mochberg [ 21 has also obtained a dif- 
ferent generalization of Theorem I. 1, by quite different methods. 
2. 
We need the following simple inequalities. 
(4) 
(5) 
P'l P 
--P.-m 
1 - > 0,82 -.. ep+l 1 -446, A, ’ 
q+l 
91 l ‘a -1< 
4 
l p2 cF,t  q7pp2 . ..sy - 1 
oaf. Put t9P = 8,8, . . . 0,. Then 1 > 0 1 0, . . . 9,+ I i? 19p+l and so 
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P+l 
i-= er . . . ep+l 
> 
P+l 
(1 -e)(I+e+...+ep) 
P 
’ (1 - 8)(1 +e -t . . . i v+‘) l 
This proves (4), and (5) can be proved in a similar way. 
Corollary 2.2. If k < [&n ] , then the funcriort 
J,(n, k, i) = - i - k 
1 - (; >l(‘i’, 
strictly increases with i for i < [4uz j , : # k. 
Proof. Put clli = (p/&) = (12 - i + 1)/i. Then al > a2 > . . . > 1y, and 
ari> 1 ifis [in]. Wehave 
i 
k-i 
-1’ 
i < 1: 9 
$(n, k, j) = WQ-1 l *. %+I 
i-k 
-1 ’ 
i>k. 
1 -a& . . . cui 
Now apply the lemma with 8, = a;jp, 94 = q+l _q. 
3. First proof of Theorem 1. I 
If G is any family of sets G c k(d, we define 
GP 
= {A EC: lAl=p), 
G; 
= (B E P(rt): IS I = p c 1, B I) A tar some A E GP 1 , 
GP 
= {B: IBl-p - I, BCA forsonKL4 E GPi . 
Counting the number of pairs (A withAEGp,BE$,AcB7i 
two ways, we immediately obtdi 
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where ai = (l)i(i”_l) = (II - + 1)/i. Similarly, 
Wk’define two operations 0, @ on G as follows. We put 
dG = (G - G,) u Gf , @G = (C -- G, ) u G, , 
wheree=rnin{lAI:A~G},m-max(IAI:A~G}.IfGisaSperner 
family, then so also are 8G and @G and, by (6) and (7), 
Assume now that F satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem. Let 
e = mir.{ IA I: A E F), uz =E max(lA I: A E F}, IZi = IF’il. If e 2 k, the 
theorem is obvious. Therefore, we shall assume that e < k. 
Case 1: m 5 [ $ J:] . Consider the family F’ = OkweQm -A F obtained 
from F by successive applications of 8 and Q, (if rrz 5 k, then <pm -k is 
to be interpreted as the identitd operator). Repeated application of the 
inequalities (8) gives 
Since F” C {x E P(u): Ixl = k), we have 
and hence 
c (1 
k<j<m 
2 c (“k”k_1 . . . ai+l - l)ni ., 
e<i<k 
The right-hand side of (9) is positive (since e < k), and hence t eft- 
Frand side is also positive and nl > 
4. An alternative proof 
We can assume without loss of generality that i 
only consider the subfamily obtained 
in F. 
Consider the linear pro am: find the t 
subject to the constraints 
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(12) Vl = (F)(v .2 -’ kl 9 v2 =$(n,k,k--I)=k+k/(n--2k+1), 
We see that (11) is satisfied foi i <, [in ] , since 
Ul 
= -- - -- v2 + i (I(~~)/(‘?) 1) ($I@, k, k- 1) - 3/Q/, k, i)) 2 0 
n ( 1 
lb 
i 
by Corollary 2.2. This implies that (11) also holds for i > [in] . With 
the values for vl, v2 given by (12) we have 
v1 - (;)v2 =-k(t). 
By Lubeil’s inequality (2), the constraints (10) are satisfied with 
uj = ni = IF’il and therefore, Zi - iUi 5 -k(F). Now (3) follows from 
our assumption that 1FI = (i). 
5. A generalization 
Theorem 5.1. Let F c P(n]) be a Sperner family, IFI 2 (i), and k < in, 
md suppuse also that 
(13) m = max { IA I: A E F} <_ [l n] . 
If f is any real valued functton which sarisfies 
(14) 
then 
minQ(f(i) -f(k))& P - (F)/(T)): k < i 2 [in j } 2 6 21 . 
2 Inax {(f(k) -f(O)l((~ >/(I ) - 1): i C kl, 620, 
2; f(M)> f(k) IFI. 
AEF 
roof. The hypothesis (14) implies that f(i) 2 f(k), k < i <= [in]. There- 
fore we may assume that e = min {M I: A E F} < k. Then (9) holds and 
so)., by (14), 
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C (f(i) - f(k)) ni 2 C (f(ll-1 - f(i)) ni , 
k<ilnl i’<k 
and the theorem follows. 
The hypothesis (13) in Theorem 5.1 cm clearly be dispensed with if 
f(i) is non-decreasing i0r [l) n] 5 i L n. This is so, for example, if 
f(i) = iA, X 2 I, or if f(i) -= epi, p 3 0. We suspect hat the hypothesis 
m 5 [in] can also be omitted if the function f satisfies (14) and is such 
that fin - i) 2 f(i), but we cannot prove this. It woulC follow easily if 
thi: following c9njectule is true. 
Cmjecture 5.2. If F C P(n) is a’Sperner fabl’y with parameters 
3 = LE’jI, i 5 n, then there is a Speroer family F’ c P(u) with parame- 
ters 12; = ni + n,_ig i < in, nil2 = n,i2 ij n is even, and ni = 0, i > 3 n. 
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